
Welcome to our new Flow Cytometry Core Facility Scheduler hosted by iLab 

Reservations will be allowed beginning November 1st, 2015 

 

Making a Reservation for Flow Cytometry in iLab 

NOTE: MUST USE FIREFOX, CHROME, OR SAFARI BROWERS 

1. Access iLab through the following link: 

 umiami.corefacilities.org 

2. Login into your iLab account using either your Cane ID credentials for “Internal University of Miami 
user” or your iLab credentials for “Not a University of Miami user”.  

   

 

3. From your home page, search for the SCCC Flow Cytometry Core Facility through your “list all cores” 
link.  This will show you all the core facilities you have access to. 

 

 

 

 



4. Click on the “Flow Cytometry Core Facility (FCCF) – Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center (SCCC)” 
link to access the core’s page. 

 

 

5. You will automatically be taken to the “Schedule services” tab of the Flow Cytometry Core Facility’s 
page.  It is here were you will access the instruments for reservations.  Carefully read all the information 
as this page contains answers to most of your questions.  

 

 

6. Scroll down the page to view the instruments for reservations. 

 



7. Find the instrument you wish to use and click on “view schedule” to make a reservation. 

 

 

 

8. Once you click on “view schedule”, a calendar for that instrument will appear.  Find the time and day 
you would like to book and highlight the time you need in 30 minute increments.  

 



 

9. If you have more than one PI associated with your account you will be prompted to choose which lab 
the reservation will be under.  Make sure to choose the correct lab that will be billed.   

 

 

 

10. If you are trained for after-hour use, you have 24hr access 7 days a week.  If you are not trained for 
after-hour use you have limited access from 9am to 5pm, Monday through Friday. 

11. The reservation page will now open.  

 a). Confirm that you have the correct instrument. 

 b). Confirm that you have the correct lab. 

 c). Confirm the time of the reservation. 

 d). Make any necessary comments, if any. 

 e). Reserve time with a staff member, if necessary. 

 

a 
b 

c 
d 
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12. If reserving the cell sorters, you will be required to complete a “Bio-hazard Cell Sorting” form 
provided within the reservation page.  

 

13. When your reservation form is complete, make sure to “save reservation”.  Sorting reservations 
require further Flow core approval. 

 

14. Once the reservation is saved, the instrument calendar will open and show your reservation. 

 

15.  You have successfully created your reservation. 


